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Recent studies indicate that math anxiety (MA) can already be found in school-aged
children. As early MA depicts a potential risk for developing severe mathematical difficulties
and impede the socio-emotional development of children, distinct knowledge about how
to reduceMA in school-aged children is of particular importance. Therefore, the goal of this
systematic review is to summarize the existing body of research on MA interventions for
children by identifying the approaches, designs, and characteristics as well as the effects of
the interventions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, a considerable amount of research focused on math anxiety (MA). Ramirez et al.
(2018) sum up results of across 65 countries that participated in the 2012 PISA survey and highlight
that “33% of 15-year-old students, on average, reported feeling helpless when solving math
problems” (p.146). In accordance with the high prevalence in this age group, the majority of
existing studies addressed MA in adolescents and young adults. However, more recent research
described MA as early as in primary school children (Ramirez et al., 2013; Cargnelutti et al., 2017;
Gunderson et al., 2018; Sorvo et al., 2019; Primi et al., 2020) and highlighted negative impacts of early
MA on their short- and long-term development and performance in mathematics (Sorvo et al., 2017;
Namkung et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; Barroso et al., 2021). However, until now little attention has
been paid to the investigation of interventions aiming at the reduction of MA in children
(Passolunghi et al., 2020). The paper at hand aims to systematically review the existing literature
on interventions and approaches that target to reduce MA in school-aged children.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Definition of MA
MA can generally be defined as an “anxiety that interferes with manipulation of numbers and the
solving of mathematical problems in a wide variety of ordinary life and academic situations”
(Richardson and Suinn, 1972, p.551). There is, however, no consensus on the exact
operationalization of MA in the field (e.g., Dowker et al., 2016). One important step towards a
more precise definition and operationalization of MA is offered by the distinction of MA into trait
and state anxiety. According to Spielberger (1972) trait anxiety refers to a relatively enduring
individual disposition to feel anxious, whereas state anxiety refers to temporary and situational
feelings of anxiety. Current MA studies either assess anxiety in math-related situations using
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hypothetical/retrospective questions (e.g., “How anxious would
you feel if . . . ”) or assess anxiety about failure in math (e.g., “How
worried are you if you have problems with . . . ”). The first type of
question allows assumptions about state-like MA as not
administered within the actual situation, the second type of
question provides indications about trait MA (Sorvo et al.,
2017; Orbach et al., 2019). Considering empirical discrepancies
between MA self-reports (see questions above) and real-time
assessments (Bieg, 2013), nowadays more studies apply
questionnaires assessing state-MA within the actual
mathematical situation (e.g., Vanbecelaere et al., 2021).

2.2 Explaining MA in Children
The development of MA and its relation tomath performance has
been investigated in only a few longitudinal studies (Sorvo et al.,
2019). According to these studies different etiological pathways
have been suggested (Carey et al., 2017; Sorvo et al., 2019) and it
has been assumed that the MA-performance link is bidirectional
(Carey et al., 2016; Foley et al., 2017). In other words, MA can be
considered as both the cause and the outcome of poor math
performance (Young et al., 2012).

Accordingly, MA could be elicited or increased over time
because of math difficulties that often originate in early school
years (Ramirez et al., 2018). Ramirez et al. (2018) define this as
reduced competency account and explain this link in two ways: A
first explanationmight be seen in lower numerical/spatial abilities
which lead to underperformance in math and consequently to
MA. Barroso et al. (2021) describe this association as the “deficit
model” of MA (p.136). Ramirez et al. (2018) further summarize,
that a second explanation could be seen in avoidance behavior
that amplifies the development of math difficulties and
consequent MA. In line with this, Ashcraft and Moore (2009)
state that “avoidance of math is an overriding characteristic of
math-anxious individuals” (p. 201). Therefore, experiencing
math difficulties might cause a “vicious circle” (Dowker et al.,
2016) in which students avoid math-related situations leading to
fewer opportunities to improve their math skills. Ramirez et al.
(2018) consequently argue, that according to the assumption that
MA may be the outcome of poor math performance,
“interventions that aim to improve students’ math skills may
be effective” to reduce MA (p. 156). Consequently, recent studies
suggest a positive effect of mathematical interventions (MI) on
MA in school children (e.g., Supekar et al., 2015; Passolunghi
et al., 2020; Vanbecelaere et al., 2020).

Performance-inhibiting effects might, however, also be caused
by MA. Such types of MA might be originally developed from
environmental factors (e.g., adult role models: Casad et al., 2015;
Lin et al., 2017) and genetic dispositions (Wang et al., 2014;
Malanchini et al., 2017). Such MA-related impacts on
mathematical performance might be explained by the
disruption of executive function processes and working
memory (disruption account; Ramirez et al., 2018). This
disruption may be caused by math-related worries (e.g.,
negative thoughts and rumination about one’s abilities or the
consequences of failure). As a result, MA-evoking situations
interfere with available cognitive resources (e.g., working
memory) (e.g., Ramirez et al., 2013; Pizzie et al., 2020).

Therefore, less resources are available for task-related
problem-solving processes (e.g., arithmetical strategies). This
might lead children either to switch to less sophisticated
strategies (e.g., production deficiencies) or apply advanced
strategies unsuccessfully (e.g., utilization deficiencies; Miller
and Seier, 1994), both approaches leading to poorer
performances. Barroso et al. (2021) summarize such links
under the “processing efficiency theory” of MA (p.136). The
links between MA and performance might additionally be
influenced by the complexity of math tasks that children have
to solve and the presence of time pressure. Studies using math
assessments including more complex tasks show stronger MA-
performance links (Namkung et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).
Another stress-evoking factor might be seen in time pressure, as it
seems to affect the arousal of children (Caviola et al., 2017a;
Orbach et al., 2020). According to the assumption of a disruption
of executive functions caused by math-related worries, cognitive-
behavioral interventions (CBI) may help children to deal with
maladaptive thoughts that e.g., attribute poor math grades to a
lack of ability. Recent studies suggest a positive effect of CBI on
MA in school children (e.g., Passolunghi et al., 2020).

2.3 Reducing MA in Children
With regard to the described manifold link between MA and
mathematical performance, it becomes clear that reducing
symptoms of MA might be a relevant approach in supporting
children’s mathematical development (Passolunghi et al., 2020).
At the same time, the multiple explanations of the link between
MA and mathematical performance might serve as a diverse
foundation for designing appropriate interventional activities
(e.g., addressing numerical/spatial abilities, executive functions,
math self-concept). Previous work highlighted that the existing
body of research can be subsumed into interventions that
primarily target mathematical abilities as well as into
cognitive-behavioral interventions that target anxiety related
cognitions (Dowker et al., 2016). Both directions can thereby
be interpreted with regard to the described differential links
between MA and mathematical performance.

As described, MI might be of particular relevance in light of
the described reduced competency account (Ramirez et al.,
2018). They aim to break the vicious circle of MA and
performance by promoting mathematical performance and
thereby increasing math self-concept as well as decreasing
MA. In line with this argument Dowker et al. (2016)
propose that “interventions for children with mathematical
difficulties may go some way toward preventing a vicious spiral,
where mathematical difficulties cause anxiety, which causes
further difficulties with mathematics” (p. 10). Similarly, math
trainings moreover depict exposure interventions.
Accordingly, Ramirez et al. (2018) argue that “the avoidance
framework under the Reduced Competency Account states that
avoidance tendencies may be responsible for the deficits in
development (and explains why increased exposure is an
effective solution)” (p. 156).

The effects of CBI can be mainly explained with regard to
the described disruption account (Ramirez et al., 2018).
Accordingly, CBI might decline the potential impact of
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anxiety-related cognitive processes and by that means
improve mathematical performance. Dowker et al. (2016)
as well as Ramirez et al. (2018) both highlight the
potential impact of CBI such as re-appraisal and expressive
writing on MA.

3 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY AND
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

Most of the existing body of research on MA and MA
interventions appears to focus on older adolescents and adults,
as MA has been previously associated with more complex
mathematics. At the same time, MA could already be observed
in school-aged children and might be associated with early
mathematical functioning and numeracy. Therefore, early
identification and intervention of MA seems to be of high
relevance to prevent negative developmental outcomes. As
research on early MA interventions is limited, the exact
conditions and characteristics of successful interventions in
school-aged children remain unclear. To our knowledge, no
existing work has summarized the existing evidence on the
interventional approaches that target MA in childhood.
Therefore, the objective of this study is to give an overview of
interventional approaches in addressing MA in children and
adolescents and to highlight potential characteristics of
effective interventions. The study is guided by the following
research questions:

1) What are the approaches, designs, and characteristics (e.g.,
setting, duration) of existing interventions aiming at the
reduction of MA in school children?

2) What are the effects of these existing interventions?

Answers to these questions might contribute to the field of MA
intervention research, as they might serve as a foundation and
orientation for future intervention studies aiming at improving
children’s emotional well-being and academic development in
schools, especially regarding mathematics.

4 METHODS

As MA has been addressed in previous research, we aim to
identify characteristics of effective interventions based on the
existing body of research. Therefore, we conduct a systematic
(scoping) review. Thereby, we will describe the main findings of
the included studies and highlight specific components using a
narrative approach.

4.1 Search Procedure
To identify all relevant studies, we used a two-step approach. In a
first step we conducted a systematic search in the most widely
used electronic databases in psychological and educational
research. Therefore, we focused on the databases PsycINFO
and PubPsych. PubPsych is a multilingual database that
includes entries from additional databases, such as PSYNDEX,

MEDLINE and ERIC (Educational Resources Information
Center). We used the descriptors: math (ematics) anxiety
AND intervention OR treatment OR therapy OR program OR
training OR tutoring OR support OR strategies OR best practice,
AND alleviation as well as its synonyms reduction OR decrease
OR remediation. Additionally, a German translation of the
descriptors was used. To prevent the exclusion of relevant
studies at an early stage no filters were used except the
exclusion of dissertations as full texts are often difficult to
access. We additionally identified studies by hand search,
i.e., visually scanning reference lists from relevant studies or
theoretical papers. The literature search was conducted in July
2020 and October 2021.

4.1.1 Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
Studies were eligible for the systematic review if they met all the
following inclusion criteria:

• Participants received intervention or a combination of
interventions.

• Participants were assessed with a quantitative and/or
qualitative measure of MA.

• Participants were of school-age (5–17 years old).

Studies were not eligible if they met one of the following
exclusion criteria:

• The study was no intervention study (e.g., theoretical paper,
literature review, meta-analysis, or correlation study).

• Participants did not match the target population (e.g.,
university students or (pre-service) teachers).

• The study was published in a language other than English or
German.

The selection of eligible studies was conducted in two stages.
Firstly, we employed an initial screening of titles and abstracts
against the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Screening procedures
followed PRISMA guidelines (Moher et al., 2009). All studies
were screened using the tool for systematic reviews Rayyan
(Ouzzani et al., 2016). Rayyan is an open access online
application that enables a semi-automated collaborative
screening process. Secondly, all studies that appeared to meet
the inclusion criteria, or when a decision could not be made based
on the title and/or abstract, were screened again based on their
full texts.

4.2 Study Selection
The described inclusion and exclusion criteria were applied
during the selection process (for an overview of the study
selection process see Figure 1). The initial search in the
databases PsycINFO and PubPsych led to the identification of
521 records. Additionally, 13 records were identified by hand
search. After removing duplicates, the titles, and abstracts of 479
records were screened for potential eligibility. This step led to the
exclusion of 452 records. The full texts of 27 records were
consequently assessed for eligibility. As a result, three more
records were excluded. These steps led to the inclusion of 24
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records. A second search run was conducted in October 2021 to
include most recent studies. This led to the inclusion of ten more
studies. The final number of studies for the qualitative synthesis
was 34.

4.3 Data Extraction and Coding Procedure
Next to general information about the studies, such as author(s),
year of publication, and title, we extracted relevant data to
address our specific research questions. Regarding our first
research question (approaches, designs, and characteristics of
existing interventions) we coded all information given by the
author(s) about the study design, interventions, and their
respective settings. This included information about the
general study approach (quantitative, qualitative, mixed
method), the study design (pre-post-test, follow up, control/
comparison group), the operationalization of MA, as well as
data about sample size and age group of the participants.
Regarding the intervention we extracted information about
the content as well as the intended goal of the interventions.
We also coded the duration of the interventions (overall time
span and number of sessions), the duration of single sessions,
the intervention mode (computer-based, face-to-face), and the
social arrangement (single, partner, small groups, class).
Concerning our second research question (effects of these
existing interventions) we coded the key results of the studies
regarding the effectiveness of the intervention(s) to reduce MA as
reported by the authors.

Relevant information has been coded using a spread sheet
covering the previously described categories. The number of free
text fields has been limited as much as possible to enable an
unambiguous extraction and analysis of the data. Preferably fixed
text such as yes/no decisions and drop-down lists has been used to
code the data. The data extraction spread sheet has been
previously piloted and adapted.

5 RESULTS

For a complete overview over all included studies (reference,
sample, design, MA measure, operationalization type of MA,
intervention, setting, and main findings) see Table 1.

5.1 Intervention Approach
Most of the included studies applied either a mathematical
intervention (MI) approach (see section I in Table 1) or a
cognitive-behavioral intervention (CBI) approach (see section
II in Table 1). Four studies used other interventional approaches
that could not clearly assigned to one of these two approaches (see
section III in Table 1).

5.2 Sample and Study Design
The study samples differed between the two main intervention
approaches (MI and CBI) in regards to the age groups of the
participants. 82% of the MI studies targeted school age children
(6–12 years), whereas 57% of the studies within the CBI
approach focused on adolescents (13–17 years). Regarding
the sample size and choice of study design there appears to
be no systematic difference between MI and CBI studies. The
majority of the included studies applied a quantitative study
design to examine the effects of various interventions on MA.
Thereby, the sample size of the included studies varies strongly,
M = 138 (SD = 171). Whilst some studies used large samples of
over 300 participants (Shapka and Keating, 2003;
Brandenberger and Moser, 2018; Vanbecelaere et al., 2020),
other studies only collected information of approximately 20
participants (Kamann and Wong, 1993; Supekar et al., 2015;
Choi-Koh and Ryoo, 2019). Most of the quantitative studies
applied a pre-post design and included a control or comparison
group. Whilst some studies used a waiting list procedure for the
control group (i.e., the group received the same intervention
with some time delay after the intervention group), other
studies applied alternative interventions (e.g., Shapka and
Keating, 2003; Asikhia and Mohangi, 2015) or applied
modified version of the actual target intervention (Kramarski
et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2014). Four studies additionally
followed up on their participants in the intervention and
control group (Sheffield and Hunt, 2006; Rauscher et al.,
2017; Vanbecelaere et al., 2020; Vanbecelaere et al., 2021).
Two of the identified studies applied single-case procedures
to address potential effects of interventions on MA. LaGue et al.
(2019) applied a multiple baseline approach within an
experimental single-case design. Hord et al. (2018) used a
qualitative approach to single-case research and focused on

FIGURE 1 | Study selection process following PRISMA guidelines.
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TABLE 1 | Overview of included studies.

Reference Sample Design MA measure MA
operationali-
zation typea

Intervention Setting Main findings

I – Mathematical Interventions (MI)

Alanazi (2020) n= 60
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Scale
for children MASC;
Chiu and Henry
(1990) (Arabic
translation)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Active recreational math
games (vs. regular math
teaching)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
8 weeks; 3
sessions
(45 min each)
per week

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance
than the control
group

Arias Rodriguez
et al. (2019)

n = 42
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
comparison
group

Escala de
Ansiedade à
Matemática (Math
Anxiety Scale) EAM;
Carmo (2008)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Numeracy musical training
Da Silva et al. (2017) (Low
vs. average achieving
students)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
8 weeks; 1
session
(40 min) per
week

Both groups
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance

Choi-Koh & Ryoo,
(2019)

n = 25
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
comparison
group

Math Anxiety Scale
for students (MASS)
revised by Ko and Yi
(2011)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Quadratic functions
training and Brain
Integration in Education
program BIE; Kim (2010)
(Low MA vs. high MA)

Face-to-face; 3
lessons

Reduction of MA in
high MA group; No
reduction of MA in
low MA group

Hord et al. (2018) n = 2
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

qualitative;
single case

Field notes,
recordings,
interviews

Not classifiable Algebra training, individual
support

Face-to-face;
Single

One student needed
more support to
address MA than the
other; Both improved
math performance

Huang et al. (2014) n = 56
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Scale
for 1st and 2nd
grade students Shie
(2006)

No further
information

Digital game-based
learning with diagnostic
feedback (vs. without
diagnostic feedback)

Computer;
Single;
6 weeks; 2
sessions
(40 min each)
per week

Both groups
obtained lower MA
scores and enhanced
levels of learning
motivation

Jansen et al. (2013) n = 207
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Scale
for children MASC;
Chiu and Henry
(1990) (Dutch
translation)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Adaptive math training
software Math Garden
Klinkenberg et al. (2011) in
three experimental
conditions with different
pre-set success rates (vs.
regular math teaching)

Computer;
Class;
6 weeks; 4
sessions
(15 min each)
per week

All groups obtained
lower MA scores;
Math performance
only improved in the
experimental
conditions

Kramarski et al.
(2010)

n = 140
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Questionnaire
adapted from
Sarason (1980,
1986) and Midgley
et al. (2000)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Self-regulated math
learning (SRL) based on
the IMPROVE method
Mevarech and Kramarski
(1997) (vs. no SRL
support)

Face-to-face;
Class;
4 weeks; 4 h
per week

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math problem solving
than the control
group

Lavasani et al.
(2012)

n = 40
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Scale
(18 items; no further
information)

No further
information

Cooperative learning (vs.
regular math teaching)

Face-to-face;
Class; 8
sessions

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores and increased
help seeking behavior
than the control
group

Mehdizadeh et al.
(2013)

n = 40
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety
Remote Sensing
Scale (MARS) by
Shokrani (2002)

No further
information

Cooperative learning (vs.
regular math teaching)

Face-to-face;
Small group

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores, higher math
performance, and
increased help
seeking behavior
than the control
group

Mevarech et al.
(1991)

n = 149
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
comparison
group

Math Anxiety Scale
by Mevarech and
Rich (1985)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Computer assisted math
instruction TOAM system;
Hativa et al. (1990)
(Cooperative use in pairs
vs. individual use)

Computer;
Pairs; 20 min
per session

Low achieving
students in
cooperative group
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 | (Continued) Overview of included studies.

Reference Sample Design MA measure MA
operationali-
zation typea

Intervention Setting Main findings

than in individual
group; Both groups
showed similar math
self-concept

Passolunghi et al.
(2020)

n = 224
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Abbreviated Math
Anxiety Scale
(AMAS; Caviola
et al., 2017b)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Calculation strategies
training (vs. control
training)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
8 weeks; 1
session (60 min
each) per week

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance
than the control
group

Rauscher et al.
(2017)

n = 68
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post-follow
up; control
group

MAI Kohn et al.
(2013)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Adaptive math training
Calcularis e.g., Käser et al.
(2013) (vs. waiting list vs.
control training)

Computer;
Single;
6 weeks; 5
sessions
(20 min each)
per week

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores than waiting
list control group; No
difference in MA
between intervention
group and control
training group; All
groups improved
similarly in their
attitude towards
math and math self-
concept

Supekar et al.
(2015)

n = 28
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
comparison
group

Math Anxiety Level
SEMA Wu et al.
(2012)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Adaptation of MathWise
Fuchs et al. (2013) (Low vs.
high MA)

Face-to-face;
8 weeks;
Single; 3
sessions
(45 min each)
per week

Reduction of MA in
High MA group; Math
performance
improved equally in
both groups

Tok (2013) n = 55
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Scale
by Bindak (2005)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Metacognitive strategy
training (Know-Want-
Learn-Strategy) (vs.
regular math teaching)

Face-to-face;
Class;
8 weeks; 4
sessions
(40 min each)
per week

Intervention group
showed no reduction
of MA but obtained
higher math
performance and
metacognition than
the control group

Tok et al. (2015) n = 42
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Scale
by Bindak (2005)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Teaching math creatively
(vs. regular math teaching)

Face-to-face;
Class;
6 weeks; 4
sessions
(40 min each)
per week

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores, higher math
performance, and
better attitudes
towards math than
the control group

Vanbecelaere et al.
(2020)

n = 336
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post-follow
up; control
group

Child Math Anxiety
Questionnaire –

Revised CMAQ-R;
Ramirez et al. (2016)
(Flemish adaptation)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Digital game-based
learning in reading and
math (vs. regular math
teaching)

Computer;
8 weeks;
Single; 1–2
sessions
(50 min each)
per week

Intervention group
showed no reduction
of MA but performed
better in number line
estimation and
reading competence
than the control
group

Vanbecelaere et al.
(2021)

n = 78
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post-follow
up;
comparison
group

State-Math Anxiety
Questionnaire state-
MAQ; e.g., Orbach
et al. (2020) (Dutch
translation)

State-MA (real-
time assessment)

Adaptive educational math
game Number Sense
Game, Maertens et al.
(2016) (vs. non-adaptive
version)

Computer;
3 weeks;
Single; 2
sessions
(30 min each)
per week

Both groups
obtained lower MA
scores and improved
on early numeracy
skills

II – Cognitive-behavioral Interventions (CBI)

Asanjarani and
Zarebahramabadi
(2021)

n = 30
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Rating
Scale (MARS) by

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Cognitive behavioral
therapy based on Chiu and
Henry (1990) (vs. control

Face-to-face;
Small group; 1

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores and higher

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 | (Continued) Overview of included studies.

Reference Sample Design MA measure MA
operationali-
zation typea

Intervention Setting Main findings

Suinn and Winston
(2003)

group not further
described)

session (90 min
each) per week

math self-concept
than the control
group

Asikhia and
Mohangi (2015)

n = 120
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Rating
Scale – Revised
MARS-R, Plake and
Parker (1982)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Problem solving training
(vs. class debate)

Face-to-face; 8
sessions
(60 min each)

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores than the
control group

Brandenberger and
Moser (2018)

n = 348
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Achievement
Emotions
Questionnaire –

Mathematics (AEQ-
M) – German Pekrun
et al. (2005)
(Shortened version)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Combined student and
teacher workshops on
e.g., emotions, motivation,
learning goals, cooperative
learning, and feedback (vs.
student workshops only
vs. waiting list)

Face-to-face;
38 weeks;
Class; 3–4
sessions
(45 min each)

All groups obtained
lower MA scores;
Intervention group
reported higher joy of
learning than the
waiting list control
group and the
student workshops
only group

Collingwood and
Dewey (2018)

n = 144
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Scale of Math
Anxiety Cavanaugh
and Sparrow (2011);
Math Anxiety Scale
OECD (2005)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Coping strategies; mindful
breathing; self-regulation
(vs. waiting list)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
4 weeks; 3
sessions
(45 min each)
per week

Intervention group
showed no reduction
of MA or
enhancement of
math self-concept
but higher math
performance than the
control group

Hines et al. (2016) n = 93
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Rating
Scale MARS, Suinn
and Edwards (1982)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Expressive writing on
feelings about math (vs.
expressive writing on
neutral topic)

Single;
15–30 min a
day for 3 days

Intervention group
reported reduced
levels of general and
MA and the control
group had a
reduction in MA.

Kamann and Wong
(1993)

n = 20
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
comparison
group

Think out loud (self-
talk measure)

Not classifiable Coping strategy training
(students with learning
disability (LD) vs. students
without LD)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
6 weeks; 1
session per
week

LD group showed
increase in positive
self-talk compared to
group without LD
group indicating
enhanced coping
with MA.

Karimi and
Venkatesan (2009)

n = 33
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Rating
Scale MARS,
Alexander and
Martray (1989)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Cognitive behavior group
therapy (vs. control group
not further described)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
7.5 weeks; 2
sessions
(90 min each)
per week

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores than the
control group

Kim et al. (2017) n = 138
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Rating
Scale – Revised
MARS-R, Plake and
Parker (1982)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Embodied agent with
instructional guidance and
anxiety treating messages
(vs. embodied agent with
instructional guidance
only)

Computer;
Class; 1 week;
4 sessions
(45 min each)
per week

Both groups
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance

LaGue et al. (2019) n = 3
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
single case
design with
multiple
baselines

Fennema-Sherman
Math Anxiety Scale –
Revised (FSMAS-R:
FSANX subscale)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Mindfulness-based
cognitive therapy

Face-to-face;
Single;
6 weeks; 2
sessions
(45 min each)
per week

All three students
showed decreased
levels of MA.

Passolunghi et al.
(2020)

n = 224
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Abbreviated Math
Anxiety Scale
(AMAS; Caviola
et al., 2017b)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Identifying and coping with
MA related feelings (vs.
control training)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
8 weeks; 1
session (60 min
each) per week

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores but no
increase in math
performance
compared to the
control group

(Continued on following page)
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TABLE 1 | (Continued) Overview of included studies.

Reference Sample Design MA measure MA
operationali-
zation typea

Intervention Setting Main findings

Ruark (2021) n = 40
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Modified
Abbreviated Math
Anxiety Scale
(mAMAS; Carey
et al., 2017)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Expressive writing on math
homework problems and
feelings (vs. expressive
writing on homework
problems only)

Single;
2 weeks;
every day

No reduction of MA in
both groups

Ruff and Boes
(2014)

n = 13
School age
(6–12 years)

Mixed-method;
pre-post

Math Anxiety Scale
for children MASC;
Chiu and Henry
(1990); Five open
ended (self-
developed)
questions

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

School counseling (e.g.,
identifying and expressing
feelings; stress reduction,
and relaxation)

Face-to-face;
Small group;
6 weeks; 2
sessions per
weeks

Some students
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance
compared to the pre-
test; Teachers
reported more
confidence and
participation in math
class

Sheffield and Hunt
(2006)

n = 154
School age
(6–12 years)

quantitative;
pre-post-follow
up; control
group

Maths Anxiety
Rating Scale for
Children MASC,
Chiu and Henry
(1990)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Systematic desensitization
modified from
Meichenbaum (1977) (vs.
classroom games)

Face-to-face; 1
session; 1 h

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance
than the control
group

Singh (2016) n = 60
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post

Short Math Anxiety
Rating Scale
(sMARS) based on
MARS Richardson
and Suinn (1972)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Behavior modification;
Super brain yoga

Face-to-face;
6 weeks

Students obtained
lower MA scores and
higher math
performance
compared to the pre-
test

III – Other Interventions

Idris (2006) n = 109
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Math Anxiety Scale
(no further
information)

No further
information

Graphing calculator (vs. no
graphing calculator)

Face-to-face;
Class;
10 weeks

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores and higher
math performance
scores than the
control group

Segumpan and Tan
(2018)

n = 90
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post-follow
up; control
group

Math Self-Efficacy
and Anxiety
Questionnaire
(MSEAQ; May,
2009) (Adapted
version)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)
and anxiety
about failure in
math (trait-MA)

Flipped classroom (vs.
regular math teaching)

Computer and
face-to-face;
Single and
class

Intervention group
obtained lower MA
scores than the
control group; Both
groups increased
math performance

Shapka and
Keating (2003)

n = 786
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative;
pre-post;
control group

Self-reported
perceived Math
Anxiety and attitude
towards math

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Girls-only math teaching
(vs. mixed gender
teaching)

Face-to-face;
Class

No reduction of MA
or increase in
perceived math
competence in
intervention group
(single sex girls) but
higher math
performance and
course enrolment
than in control group
(co-ed girls)

Verkijika and De
Wet (2015)

n = 36
Adolescence
(13–17 years)

quantitative Fennema-Sherman
Math Anxiety Scale
FSMAS, Kazelskis
and Reeves (2002)

Hyp/retro
(statelike-MA)

Neuropsychological
feedback while playing
math computer game
(Math-Mind game;
developed for this study)

Computer;
Single; 2
sessions in
2 days; 4 data
gathering
waves per
session

MA was reduced

aHyp/retro = hypothetical/retrospective questions about anxiety in math-related situations.
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two eighth grade students with learning disabilities using a
descriptive, qualitative microanalysis.

5.3 MA Measure
Different quantitative measures have been used to assess the level
of MA (for an overview see Table 1). Some of the measures have
been extensively researched and validated, such as the Math
Anxiety Scale for children (MASC; Chiu and Henry, 1990) or
the Math Anxiety Rating Scale—Revised (MARS-R; Plake and
Parker, 1982). Often measures were translated and/or adapted for
the specific contexts and needs of the studies. Some studies used
measures that were self-developed or not as commonly known
(e.g., Kramarski et al., 2010; Tok et al., 2015; Singh, 2016) Also,
qualitative measures such as observational field notes and self-
talk recordings have been used (Kamann and Wong, 1993; Hord
et al., 2018). According to the differentiations by Sorvo et al.
(2017) and Orbach et al. (2019), one study (Vanbecelaere et al.,
2021) used a real-time assessment measuring individuals math-
related anxiety reaction during a math test situation (state-MA),
19 studies (approx. 54%) applied questionnaires with
hypothetical/retrospective questions asking how anxious the
individual would feel during a math-related situation (anxiety
in math-related situations/statelike-MA) and nine studies
(approx. 26%) used questionnaires with hypothetical/
retrospective questions about anxiety in math-related
situations (statelike-MA) and questions focusing anxiety about
failure in math (trait-MA). Two studies used unclassifiable
qualitative approaches (Kamann and Wong, 1993; Hord et al.,
2018). Four studies provided no clear information about the MA
operationalization (Idris, 2006; Lavasani et al., 2012; Mehdizadeh
et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2014).

5.4 Intervention Activity
5.4.1 Mathematical Interventions
The MI covered a wide range of different activities and programs,
such as educational games or formalized math programs. Due to
the amount of activities, only selected studies are presented in
more detail below. The study selection does not constitute an
evaluation of the quality of the studies. For a comprehensive
overview of all MI see the first section of Table 1.

Alanazi (2020), Huang et al. (2014), and Vanbecelaere et al.
(2021) investigated the effect of educationalmath games onMA and
performance in primary school children. The intervention group in
Alanazi (2020) study participated in face-to-face recreational math
games (e.g., movement games containing mathematical problems)
in addition to their regular math teaching. The comparison group
received regular math teaching. The intervention group obtained
lower MA scores and higher math performance than the control
group. Huang et al. (2014) and Vanbecelaere et al. (2021) applied a
digital game-based learning approach. Huang et al. (2014) designed
a digital math game to train basic arithmetic operations that
provided the children in the intervention group with interactive
diagnostic feedback. The children in the comparison group also
played the game but without diagnostic feedback. Both groups
obtained lower MA scores and enhanced levels of learning
motivation. Vanbecelaere et al. (2021) compared an adaptive

version with a nonadaptive version of the Number Sense Game
(Maertens et al., 2016). The Number Sense Game contained two
types of exercises, a comparison game and a number line estimation
game. Both groups obtained lower MA scores and improved on
early numeracy skills.

Jansen et al. (2013), Rauscher et al. (2017), and Supekar et al.
(2015) investigated the effect of formalized math training
programs on primary school students’ math performance and
anxiety. Jansen et al. (2013) and Rauscher et al. (2017) applied
specific math training software, namely Math Garden
(Klinkenberg et al., 2011) and Calcularis (Käser et al., 2013).
In Jansen et al. (2013) study the control group received regular
math teaching. Both groups obtained lower MA scores and the
math performance only improved in the intervention group.
Rauscher et al. (2017) compared the intervention group with
two control groups; one was a waiting list group, the other
received a control training. The results showed that the
intervention group obtained lower MA scores than the waiting
list control group, but there was no difference in MA between the
intervention group and the control training group. Supekar et al.
(2015) examined an adaption ofMathWise (Fuchs et al., 2013), a
training program that aims to improve number knowledge,
counting speed and the application of calculation strategies.
Comparing children with high MA and low MA levels, the
children with high MA significantly decreased their MA. In
regards to math performance both groups benefited equally
from the training.

5.4.2 Cognitive-Behavioral Interventions
The CBI also included different techniques and activities, such as
coping strategy training or expressive writing. Due to the amount
of activities, only selected studies are presented in more detail
below. The study selection does not constitute an evaluation of
the quality of the studies. For a comprehensive overview of all CBI
see the second section of Table 1.

Collingwood and Dewey (2018), Kamann and Wong (1993),
Passolunghi et al. (2020), and Ruff and Boess (2014) investigated
the effect of coping strategy trainings on primary school students’
MA. Kamann and Wong (1993) examined a coping strategy
based on cognitive behavior modification (Meichenbaum, 1977)
to reduce MA. They compared children with and without
learning disabilities (LD) providing both groups with sample
self-instruction statements on cue cards to assist them in applying
those statements at each level of the coping process. The LD
group showed increased positive self-talk compared to the group
without LD indicating enhanced coping with MA. Collingwood
and Dewey (2018) examined a multi-dimensional cognitive
intervention called Thinking your problems away (Martin,
2008) that encouraged (among other things such as self-
regulation) the use of positive-self-coping statements based on
Kamann and Wong (1993). The control group was a waiting list
control group. The intervention group showed no reduction of
MA or enhancement of math self-concept but higher math
performance than the control group. Passolunghi et al. (2020)
trained the primary school children in strategy-based techniques
(among others things such as the recognition of emotions) to
decrease their MA. These techniques included breathing
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exercises, safe place visualizations and re-appraisal of negative
thoughts based on Ellis and Bernard (2006). The control group
received a control training composed of playful activities with
comic strips. The intervention group obtained lower MA scores
but no increase in math performance compared to the
control group.

Hines et al. (2016) and Ruark (2021) investigated the effect of
expressive writing on MA in secondary school students. In the
intervention group of Hines et al. (2016) study the participants
wrote about their math related feelings 15 min a day for 3 days.
The control group did the same amount of expressive writing but
on a neutral topic. The intervention group reported reduced levels
of general anxiety and MA, whereas the control group also
indicated reduced levels of MA. The students in Ruark (2021)
study wrote about their math homework problems every day for
2 weeks. The intervention group was requested to write about
their feelings when encountering problems during math
homework for at least 1 minute. The control group wrote
about their math homework problems only. Both groups
showed no reduction of MA.

5.5 Intervention Mode and Setting
The interventions were either carried out face-to-face (67.6%) or
via computer (23.5%). Three studies (8.8%) did not fit into one of
the two categories. Segumpan and Tan (2018) used both
settings—face-to-face and computer—as they investigated the
effect of a Flipped Classroom on secondary school students’
MA and performance. In Hines et al. (2016) and Ruark (2021)
studies the participants performed expressive writing activities at
home without specifications whether to use paper and pencil or a
computer.

Within the mathematics intervention approach computers
were predominantly used to train basic arithmetic operations
in primary school children (e.g., Mevarech et al., 1991; Jansen
et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2014; Rauscher et al., 2017). Jansen et al.
(2013), Rauscher et al. (2017), and Vanbecelaere et al. (2021)
explicitly mentioned the adaptivity of their training software, i.e.
the selection of training tasks was regulated by an adaptive
algorithm (Klinkenberg et al., 2011). The only study within
the CBI approach that utilized computers was Kim et al.
(2017). In this study secondary school students were guided
through a computer-based learning environment by a so-called
embodied agent. The learning environment covered fundamental
algebra topics. In the intervention group the embodied agent
provided not only instructional guidance (control condition) but
also anxiety treating messages. Results indicated that both groups
obtained lower MA scores and higher math performance. All
other CBI were conducted face-to-face.

The interventions were either held in classrooms (29.4%),
small groups (32.4%), or individual settings (26.5%). Four studies
(11.8%) did not specify the setting of their intervention. There
were no significant differences between the settings in regards to
the intervention approach.

5.6 Intervention Length
On average, the included studies applied interventions for M =
7.04 weeks (SD = 6.78). However, the span of the overall duration

was large. The interventions ranged between a 1-h session
(Sheffield and Hunt, 2006) and one school year
(Brandenberger and Moser, 2018). Similarly, the number of
training sessions varied between the included studies, M =
10.51 sessions (SD = 7.86). Again, the span of the number of
sessions was large. The interventions took between one session
(e.g., Sheffield and Hunt, 2006) and 30 sessions (Rauscher et al.,
2017). Accordingly, the number of sessions per week differed,
M = 2.6 sessions/week (SD = 1.4). Moreover, the duration of the
individual session varied, M = 46.82 min (SD = 19.85), ranging
from 15 min (e.g., Jansen et al., 2013) to 90 min of intervention
time (e.g., Asanjarani and Zarebahramabadi, 2021) in each
session.

5.7 Intervention Effects on MA
The intervention effects reported by the authors were mixed. 59%
of the studies reported a positive effect of the intervention on MA
in the intervention group compared to no effect in the control/
comparison group (e.g., Kramarski et al., 2010; Tok et al., 2015;
Alanazi, 2020; Passolunghi et al., 2020). In Passolunghi et al.
(2020) study math strategy training influenced and improved not
only math ability, but also contributed to a decrease in students’
MA level. In the same study the cognitive-behavioral MA training
showed only effects in reducing MA level, but there was no
improvement of math abilities. Verkijika and De Wet (2015)
provided evidence that MA could be effectively reduced by means
of neuropsychological feedback while playing a math game.
LaGue et al. (2019) reported positive effects of mindfulness-
based cognitive therapy on students’ MA levels using an
experimental single-case study design.

21% of the studies found a positive effect of intervention(s) on
MA in both the intervention as well as the control/comparison
group (e.g., Jansen et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2014; Hines et al.,
2016; Kim et al., 2017; Arias Rodriguez et al., 2019). Rauscher
et al. (2017) showed that students who trained with the online
math training Calcularis obtained significant lower MA scored
compared the waiting list control group (intervention vs. waiting
list control group). When compared to the control group that
received a control training MA was, however, reduced equally in
both groups (intervention vs. control training). Other studies
reported a positive effect of the intervention(s) on MA for certain
groups of students, such as highly anxious (Supekar et al., 2015;
Choi-Koh and Ryoo, 2019) or low achieving students (e.g.,
Mevarech et al., 1991).

15% of the studies did not find a positive effect of the
intervention on the students’ level of MA (e.g., Shapka and
Keating, 2003; Tok, 2013; Collingwood and Dewey, 2018;
Vanbecelaere et al., 2020). Collingwood and Dewey (2018)
reported a positive impact of intervention on the mathematical
performance of students in the intervention group, however, no
significant impact on the level of MA. Tok (2013) also found
increased achievement after teaching students to use the Know-
Want-Learn strategy as well as improved metacognitive abilities,
but no significant impact on MA. Shapka and Keating (2003) did
not find evidence that girls-only math teaching would reduce
female students’ MA in comparison to co-educated math
teaching.
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The findings did not differ in relation to the applied MA
questionnaires. The only study that used a real-time assessment
(state-MA) reported a positive effect of a math training on MA,
approx. 80% of the studies using questionnaires with
hypothetical/retrospective items (statelike-MA/anxiety in
math-related situations) reported lower MA after the
intervention and approx. 90% of the studies using
questionnaires focusing anxiety about failure (trait-MA) and
anxiety in math-related situations (statelike-MA) reported
lower MA after the intervention.

6 DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to summarize the existing body of
research on MA interventions for school children. Therefore, we
conducted a systematic (scoping) review and presented the results
in a narrative manner. Table 1 gives a comprehensive overview of
the included studies and their main characteristics. Note that not
all studies provided all relevant information.

Generally, the overall number of eligible studies identified in
this review was still relatively small, for example compared to
general mathematical intervention studies (Reynvoet et al., 2021).
Given the potential negative impact of early MA on children’s
short- and long-term development, one would have expected a
greater attention to this field of research. This finding indicates
that research on MA interventions is still emerging. The fact that
most studies included in this review are relatively recent
underpins this assumption. At the same time, the
categorization of interventions into either MI or CBI as
described in adults, can be similarly found in MA research in
children and adolescents. The application of both approaches
might be justified by different explanations of the MA-
performance link (e.g., the reduced competency account and
the disruption account of MA; Ramirez et al., 2018). Our
findings do not justify any judgments on potential empirical
advantages of either approach, as no direct comparisons of the
described effects are possible. Future meta-analyses are required
to address this issue. At the same time, our findings give
qualitative insights into the existing body of research in MA
interventions.

More than half of the included studies primarily focused on
math performance rather than MA. Hence, MA was often
assessed as an affective covariate but was not necessarily the
actual target of the intervention. Despite that, almost half of the
includedMI still reported a positive side-effect of the intervention
on students’ MA compared to the control/comparison group.
This supports the assumption that MI can reduce anxiety
responses, but might also allow children to re-evaluate
dysfunctional cognitive beliefs (“I am bad at math”) and to
stimulate the formation of new basic cognitive assumptions
(e.g., increase of math self-concept).

As for the CBI, more than half of the included studies reported
a positive effect of the intervention on the level of MA compared
to the control/comparison group. At the same time, the effect of
CBI on math performance was comparatively low. One possible
explanation could be that the physiological arousal that comes

with an anxious response (e.g., increased heart rate, faster
breathing) can also support performance. Therefore, reducing
this arousal through breathing or self-regulation exercises might
not always be beneficial to enhance performance. Instead re-
appraising the arousal as a sign of challenge or excitement rather
than threat, might help children to capitalize on the performance
enhancing effects of their physiological response see
Biopsychological model of Challenge and Threat, (Blascovich,
2008). Similar effects have already been observed in adults (e.g.,
Brooks, 2014; Jamieson et al., 2016).

The mixed effects of the MI and CBI on MA and performance
might indicate that a combination of both approaches could be
most beneficial for school children. This means, on the one hand,
to develop sound arithmetic skills that build not only the
foundation for more complex math content but would also
help children to form a positive math self-concept. On the
other hand, combined interventions could also provide
children with cognitive-behavioral tools to cope with their
anxious thoughts and arousal in math related situations. These
tools should, however, take effect models into account, such as the
Biopsychological model of Challenge and Threat (Blascovich,
2008), that aim to capture the complex interrelations between
cognitive processes and affective, physiological, and behavioral
responses.

Furthermore, almost a quarter of the described studies, that
either apply MI or CBI, reported positive effects on MA for both
the intervention and the control/comparison group. This
surprising result raises questions on potential third factors that
led to a reduction of MA in these studies, and that have not yet
been taken explicitly into account. These third factors could be
school- and teaching-related variables that might be associated
with the development of MA (e.g., teacher’s beliefs). At the same
time, the differences between the control groups of the included
studies hinder potential discussions of these third factor variables.
Of course, methodological issues might explain the non-existing
differences between control and intervention groups (e.g., non-
randomized controls leading to an unbalanced study design,
unknown background interventions). In addition, reductions
in the level of MA in both groups might be explained by the
applied MA measures. To make differentiated conclusions about
impacts of intervention programs on math-related anxiety
reactions and/or math anxious cognitive beliefs, it may be
useful for future studies to carefully consider the
conceptualizations of MA questionnaires. E.g., intervention
programs focusing emotional-regulation strategies could
benefit from real-time assessments, measuring math-related
anxiety reactions (state-MA), whereas studies that incorporate
CBI might be more likely to evaluate effects on cognitive beliefs
and trait-dispositions. However, to account for all influences, it
would be best to consider both situation- and disposition-related
approaches.

When comparing the mode and settings of the MI and CBI, it
becomes clear that the majority of CBI was based in a one-to-one
or small group setting. A classroom-based application of CBI was
rare. Hence, future research might try to apply CBI or to combine
CBI and MI on a classroom level. Despite the fact that
interventions addressing MA are of relevance for students with
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high levels of MA, all students might profit from adequate
strategies targeting anxiety related cognitions.

To conclude, a few limitations of our systematic review need
to be mentioned. Firstly, the review only included intervention
studies that target MA. This approach might have excluded a
range of studies and findings, that highlighted the relevance of
potential variables that might also be associated with the
development of MA but had not been part of an
intervention study (e.g., environmental factors). Secondly,
although we tried to capture all relevant information of the
included studies as accurate and complete as possible, the
transparency within the studies was lacking at times. This
implies, that important information might be missing or
incomplete for some of the included studies. Especially
missing information on the format and duration of the
interventions makes it difficult to compare the effectiveness
of the different approaches. And thirdly, our review is not a
meta-analysis. Insights in described effects are therefore on a
descriptive level and do not allow a direct statistical comparison
or aggregation of the described effects.

In the end, no clear picture can be drawn yet of how effective
MA intervention for school children should look like. However,
this literature review still offers valuable insights into the current
state in the field of MA intervention research. Both approaches
(MI and CBI) show potential positive effects. The findings of this
review at hand might therefore serve as an orientation for future

research and for the development of effective interventions that
aim to reduce MA in children.
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